14:05:13
From Pat Grant : I don't have a cell phone to call in on
14:05:30
From Sysadmin : i'm not able to hear anyone....
14:05:34
From Sysadmin : Stoddard here.
14:05:45
From lynn : can hear everyone
14:05:45
From Sysadmin : is it just me with no audio?
14:05:49
From Claudine : I'm hearing most folks
14:05:49
From Beverly : All audio is breaking up
14:05:50
From Megan Suokko : Dublin here!
14:05:51
From Jean Lightfoot : I hear everyone.
14:05:52
From Darryl Perry : people may be interested to look at these links:
https://ballotpedia.org/Changes_to_election_dates,_procedures,_and_administration_in_response_to_the_cor
onavirus_(COVID-19)_pandemic,_2020
https://ballotpedia.org/Lawsuits_about_state_actions_and_policies_in_response_to_the_coronavirus_(COVID19)_pandemic,_2020#Lawsuits_related_to_election_date_and_procedure_changes
14:06:01
From Judy Strakalaitis : Can you please remind everyone how to raise their hands?
14:06:05
From Sysadmin : must be my end... working on it.
14:06:09
From Martha Hulsman : had trouble signing into meeting
14:06:21
From Stella : I'm Stella Butterfield of Canaan. By myself. My cell phone says the maximum has
been reached. On my computer. I can hear you but you won't be able to hear me.
14:06:30
From mary villaume : This is Mary Villaume,from Gilford....I cannot be seen or heard on my
computer
14:06:43
From Kyri : What do you do to raise your hand?
14:06:50
From Pat Grant : I can't hear or see myself
14:07:13
From Darryl Perry : abovethe chat window, there's a button that says "Raise Hand"
14:08:06
From EuniceJ : Please review how to raise our hand. When i put the curser over my name I do
not see how to raise my hand.
14:08:17
From Jean Lightfoot : Click on Participants icon and then at bottom of window, click on "Raise
Hand"
14:09:03
From Pat Grant : what should I do I can't hear
14:09:04
From Candy : is everyone muted?
14:09:20
From Darryl Perry : everyone who is not on the Committee is muted
14:09:27
From Katy Cutshall : Tp “raise your hand” on the bottom bar, click on Participants. It will bring
up a list on the right hand side of your screen. Right below the list, there is a gray button “Raise Hand”/
14:09:32
From Vicky Nawoichyk : Yes you need to raise your hand to get unmuted
14:09:35
From Pat Grant : what good is it to be here then
14:09:38
From Judy Strakalaitis : Thank you. Using a different laptop today so things are in diff places.
14:09:56
From Kyri : Got it finally! Thank you all
14:09:57
From Pat Grant : where do I raise my hand
14:10:14
From Kelly Roberts Clerk Deerfield : Where can we find the minutes?
14:10:22
From Pam Schwotzer : I believe we are all muted. You can hold down the space bar to unmute
temporarily.
14:10:30
From Darryl Perry : Approved Minutes are here: http://sos.nh.gov/2020selectcommittee.aspx
14:11:07
From Vicky Nawoichyk : Will we get invites to those sessions too?
14:11:59
From Ann : Some people cannot seem to get in. We thought the limit was 500.
14:12:07
From Kelly Roberts Clerk Deerfield : Thank you Darryl
14:12:10
From Vicky Nawoichyk : The limit was hit
14:12:15
From Sysadmin : dud for Stoddard... no volume.
14:12:15
From Jeanne : Can we provide written comments to the committee, and if so, what is the best
way to do that?
14:12:18
From Vicky Nawoichyk : Apparently there are only 300 allowed
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Vicky Nawoichyk : PPL cannot get in this is a shame
Vicky Nawoichyk : MAny SUPS cannot get in
Carol Pfister : Carol Pfister Effingham I am by myself.
Kelly Roberts Clerk Deerfield : Stream on facebook
DEE ANN DECKER : YES
Darryl Perry : will need a new Zoom Meeting ID
Jean Lightfoot : Will we need a new number?
Vicky Nawoichyk : How will we get the new link
DEE ANN DECKER : How will we get the new link?
Vicky Nawoichyk : But what is the link
Judy Strakalaitis : will we lose our access if it is recessed?
Judy Strakalaitis : Gene is right!
David Stamps : I keep getting low bandwidth message when different people popup
Denise Sachse : agreed - recess in place is best method and less havoc

14:14:52
From Kate Coon : Gene is right. “recess in place”
14:14:58
From Barbara Chagnon : Let's wait and see what happens. Then tell us if we need to re-enter.
14:15:23
From Kyri : Remember to save the chat box on your computer because if we go away, the chat
box will too.
14:15:51
From klcol : Kathy Collins from Laconia here-- my first meeting can hear all
14:16:00
From bonniewinonamackinnon : I cannot raise my hand! The participant icon is not live.
14:16:14
From Vicki : How do I receive minutes of meetings?
14:16:18
From Dennis Raymond : I agree to recess in place
14:16:22
From Louise Spencer : If internet speed is slow, it helps to turn off video.
14:16:25
From Victoria Turner : If latency is a problem, it might help if we voluntarily disable our video
14:16:26
From Kate Coon : how do you save the chat?
14:16:40
From Louise Spencer : Minutes are on the SoS wbesite.
14:16:52
From Jean Lightfoot : Save chat by clicking on 3 dots below it and say "Save Chat"
14:17:07
From Vicki : Thank you Louise Spencer.
14:17:08
From Victoria Turner : save chat by hitting the three dots at bottome right
14:17:11
From Jean Lightfoot : That saves up to that point, so you probably need to keep saving it
periodically.
14:17:13
From Pam Schwotzer : save chat by clicking on lower right of chat column next to "file"
14:17:14
From Kyri : To save the chat, put your cursor over the little box with the three dots right above
where you type your message. That should pop up save.
14:17:29
From Kyri : You have to save constantly.
14:19:34
From Victoria Turner : Just think, if this were an in person meeting, they'd have to seat us in the
hall of reps!
14:19:56
From Rebecca : Is the meeting going to start soon?
14:20:00
From Kate Coon : chat saved. thank you
14:21:04
From Steven Goldstein : On my pc I have an icon called reactions which has the hand raiserd
option.
14:21:42
From Carolyn Garretson : Mine only shows thumbs up or clapping!
14:22:15
From Judy Strakalaitis : delayed while SOS talks to Zoom support abt why participation is
limited to 300. Some people cldnt get on. Meeting is set for 500. Dave said the first day that if more than 500
wanted to join, the meeting would have to be rescheduled bc of RTK.
14:22:43
From Mark Vallone : Is anyone talking? I hear what sounds like a mouse clicking but that's all.
14:23:02
From Mark Vallone : Thanks!!
14:23:28
From Ron Goggans : where are meeting minutes posted or how are they distributed?
14:23:38
From Vicky Nawoichyk : http://sos.nh.gov/2020selectcommittee.aspx

14:23:44
From Ervin Connary : If you want to raise you hand, select participants and at the bottom of the
list there will be a raise hand option.
14:23:44
From Louise Spencer : The problem is that people who have not been able to join will not know
to come back. Is the anything that can be posted on the website?
14:23:54
From Ron Goggans : sorry, what url?
14:23:58
From Jean Lightfoot : Good point, Louise.
14:23:59
From Judy Strakalaitis : On SOS site. Follow link re committee announcement on the home
page.
14:24:12
From Ron Goggans : thank you
14:24:18
From Mark Vallone : Can some of us go on the phone line to get thecount under 300? If so, is
number on the web site?
14:24:23
From John Lisle, Moderator Ward 8 Nashua : https://sos.nh.gov/2020selectcommittee.aspx
14:24:32
From Louise Spencer : Seems like it would be prudent to get the 1000 person plan.
14:24:41
From Ervin Connary : It tried the phone and it said the meeting was full
14:24:58
From Mark Vallone : Technology Gotta love it.
14:25:02
From Judy Strakalaitis : the tribulations of being so popular, Brad.
14:25:25
From Judy Strakalaitis : and no competing state meetings today.
14:26:13
From Vicki : Is the recorded audio from Tuesday's meeting available? I was not able to attend.
14:26:18
From Liz Tentarelli : Mr. Cook, when we reconvene would you please repeat the agenda for the
3 days next week?
14:26:20
From Barbara Chagnon : Will there be a separate set of meetings for input on how to handle
the tasks of the upcoming elections during this state of emergency?
14:26:32
From Kyri : Some of us are at home. We can touch our faces.
14:26:33
From Louise Spencer : People can still sign in by phone. I just tried.
14:26:43
From Judy Strakalaitis : I am allowed. I have been inside sooo long.
14:26:55
From Dennis Raymond : No one is wearing a mask
14:27:05
From Kelly Roberts Clerk Deerfield : Can you livestream to Facebook or YouTube? May help
14:27:08
From Darrell Scott : I notice that the earlier chats are saved on the SOS website along with the
minutes of the select committee meetings
14:27:25
From Judy Strakalaitis : Louise, someone just reported they were not able to get on by phone a
minute ago.. Happenstance.
14:27:35
From Kelly Roberts Clerk Deerfield : Livestream to facebook, website, youtube
14:27:36
From Joyce's iPhone to Orville Fitch(Privately) : can we break apart the under 10,000 and
over 10,000? Have the 2nd group come in at a certain time and make sure the first group
14:27:41
From Jean Lightfoot : Seems like the right decision.
14:28:03
From Margaret Doody : Is there a group meeting to determine issues for June 2 SOC session??
A subcommittee or someone?
14:28:14
From Darryl Perry : Mr Chair, I kow these are being recorded. Where could one go to find the
recordings?
14:28:18
From Judy Strakalaitis : No mask and allowed face touching here bc my family has been home
since March 15.
14:28:24
From Margaret Doody : WE have deadlines coming up to notice the meeting and need to know
what to do.
14:28:27
From Joyce's iPhone to Orville Fitch(Privately) : although seems like adjournment is the
better option
14:28:45
From Pete Basiliere to Orville Fitch(Privately) : Bud, Zoom gets hit hard on the hour and the
half hour. If Dave is having difficulty getting through, rather than adjourn now can the recess be extended by 15
minutes?

14:28:45
From Margaret Doody : Most urgent are those who want to change party and have the June 2
deadline.
14:28:50
From DEE ANN DECKER : Very good question Margaret
14:29:02
From Kyri : Margaret, this is a question that needs resolution ASAP.
14:29:11
From Maggie Bochynski Paul : Supervisors are running out of time to advertise wha and how
we will handle the June 2nd meeting.
14:29:23
From Louise Spencer : I was able to join even when the participant number was 300.
14:29:26
From Chuck Mitchell : if I did not save the chats, where can I go to download the chat of a
specific meeting
14:29:26
From Darryl Perry : thank you!
14:29:29
From DEE ANN DECKER : May 22 is the deadline for posting a corrected checklist, we need
direction from the SOS NOW
14:29:39
From Judy Strakalaitis : Right, on the session. We need to have a session before we can post
the checklist on May 22. That means notice is reqd by May 15. Otherwise, the c hecklist we post will not be as
current as possible.
14:29:41
From Mark Vallone : So both phone and video are not allowing more than 300? Would it be
possible to work out that kink so that phone can serve as backup?
14:29:46
From Bambi Miller : I have received a text asking me to please take a survey of local New
Hampshire politics, conducted by the public opinion research. is this something the state is doing or just another
survey ?
14:29:51
From Barry Hantman - Moderator, Danville : I had submitted some suggestions in writing. Can
you tell me if those have been received and are under consideration. If so, I won't take up everyone's time with
them today (assuming we resume).
14:30:00
From AB : what if everyone just went to audio no video except the 5 that make it a meeting
14:30:13
From Ann : I have written SOS with some questions regarding June 2, etc. I was pretty adamant
we get a response quickly
14:30:18
From Darryl Perry : http://sos.nh.gov/2020selectcommittee.aspx
14:30:47
From Judy Strakalaitis : Additional issue is posting a physical copy with town clerk and library
does not give the public opportunity to review when town buildings are closed. Do we provide it anyway?
14:30:49
From Martha Hulsman : I am a new supervisor and want to know about training. Especially
since I have no access to town hall to sign into computers to learn system.
14:31:27
From Judy Strakalaitis : The Electionet tutorials for SOC are no longer available online.
14:32:49
From Judy Strakalaitis : We must kick off the process in a few days by providing notice of the
pre-May 22 session. How do we hold a session safely? How can the public access physical copies of the checklist
we post?
14:33:42
From Justin ODonnell : has the committee made any recomendation with regards to relief of
traditional petitioning requirements for non party candidates?
14:34:29
From Kyri : I don’t have the agenda. Are they asking for city supervisors last?
14:34:45
From Beth DiFrancesco : still cant raise my hand...
14:35:13
From Ann : Yes, Kyri
14:35:14
From Darryl Perry : Agenda: http://sos.nh.gov/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=8589998569
14:35:37
From Darrell Scott : We should direct people to the SOS website to find out their own party
affiliation. They don't have to come the town office as in the case of our town.
14:35:41
From Michelle Berke : does anyone need help figuring out how to "raise your hand" digitally?
14:35:46
From lynn : on the bottom click on the "Participants and it will bring up a windo that you can
raise your hand
14:36:10
From Jean Lightfoot : Betty DiFrancesco - Click on the participants icon below the screen then
on the list on the right at the bottom, there is a "Raise Hand" link. Click on that.
14:36:16
From Michelle Berke : yes, but some people are raising in the physical way...worried they won't
seen

14:36:34
From Vicky Nawoichyk : Can those on the committee mute yourselves so that we don't get
your cross talking please?
14:36:43
From Jean Lightfoot : They need to do it electronically - they have over 300 people's faces to
look at and can't possibly see the physical hands raised.
14:37:25
From DEE ANN DECKER : Can people please turn off tv’s and radios the noise is distracting in
the background
14:37:33
From Louise Spencer : It seems like it would be extremely helpful for the SOS and AG to have a
training and info session for election officials as soon as possible to address questions that don’t require
executive orders, advisories or spending or changes in statute.
14:37:49
From Darrell Scott : I recommend change of party and registration forms be filled out thru a
window. SOC on the inside, person on outside or thru car windows, forms can be dropped in a box, and paper
forms can disinfect themselves by sitting there for days.
14:38:00
From nclavette : Nancy Clavette finally present - Supervisor from Rollinsford
14:38:38
From Louise Spencer : There are many procedural questions that the SOS and AG should be
working on now.
14:42:17
From Kyri : That’s a very good idea.
14:42:46
From Angela Matthews : I had the same election question about districts and towns that have
had their annual meetings postponed 3 times. we need a solution before September elections
14:42:56
From Kate Coon : can you post link to Cordell Johnson’s letter?
14:42:58
From Joyce's iPhone : can you please speak up a little louder than you would normally speak?
14:43:09
From Vicky Nawoichyk : Proper protective gear
14:43:20
From Kyri : medical grade PPE
14:44:12
From Angela Matthews to Orville Fitch(Privately) : We are circulating a petition in Rollinsford
out of sheer frustration over our right to address the budget and leadership.
14:44:40
From Mark Vallone : Electioneering by social distance. Maybe move electioneering to
approach roads, streets or parking lots?
14:45:45
From Karen Yeaton : reminder about HPPA laws in querying people on their health
14:46:04
From Kyri : A very large percentage of infected people are asymptomatic.
14:46:45
From Karen Yeaton : polls are not an infection detection center
14:47:15
From Denise Sachse : Karen Yeaton - but the purpose is to try and keep others safe
14:47:25
From klcol : poll workers will not wear medical grade PPE. If that dangerous....will not work
14:47:28
From Darryl Perry : 659:20 Assistance in Voting. – Any voter who declares to the moderator
under oath that said voter needs assistance marking his or her ballot shall, upon the voter's choice and request
after the moderator has informed the voter of the accessible voting options that are available at the polling
place, receive the assistance of one or both of the inspectors of election detailed for that purpose by the
moderator or of a person of the voter's choice provided that the person is not the voter's employer or union
official. Such person so assisting shall be sworn, shall mark the ballot as directed by said voter, and shall
thereafter give no information regarding the same. Such person so assisting shall leave the space within the
guardrail with the voter.
659:20-a Assistance in Voting; Disabled Voter. – Any voter, after appearing at the polling place location prior to
the closing of the polls to vote in person, who declares to the moderator under oath that said voter is unable to
access a polling place due to disa
14:47:58
From Rose Zacher : great points, Bonnie!
14:48:10
From Darryl Perry : these two RSAs could be used for anyone who feels unsafe going into the
polling place, OR who is determined to be unsafe to go into the polling place
14:48:28
From Denise Sachse : Thanks Darryl!!
14:48:41
From Darryl Perry : you're welcome
14:48:58
From Kate Coon : Good source to go to re. Bonnie’s point about what Select Boards are
responsible for: Money, set-up, record keeping?

14:49:28
From Justin ODonnell : Hi Mr Scanlan, I'm just curious if there is anything being discussed
regarding LPNH's request for relief of the traditional petitioning requirements given the exigent circumstances
created by COVID19 and social distancing requirements that have led to wodespread advance cancellations of
public events.
14:50:00
From Barbara Chagnon : Major cost increase for flat. At least double if I understand correctly.
14:51:00
From Michelle Berke : but it could save enough time to be worth it.
14:51:36
From Bill Klein : as of now (I believe) , the re-opening requirement for a "hair dresser, and some
other businesses" requires a temp check and question screening before entering salon. Sept ? - there might be
a gov mandate to screen voters
14:51:45
From Pete Basiliere : Envelope cost goes up but a 9x12 envelope uses the same postage per
ounce as a letter size envelope does. Mail is by the ounce. Don’t forget that in towns with hundreds and
thousands of absentee ballots, the manual folding and stuffing process will be significantly shorter if a 9x12
envelope is used.
14:52:52
From Vicky Nawoichyk : HAs anyone thought about children in the polling place??
14:53:10
From LibraryAdmin : Outside in November???
14:53:13
From Justin ODonnell : @bill screening voters entering the polls is useless, because you cannot
prohibit someone from entering the polling place as is their constitutional right.
14:53:23
From Vicky Nawoichyk : Will we be limiting the number of ppl in the voting place ? If so who
will be monitoring how many come in & leave?
14:53:27
From Christopher Messier : are we wiping down pens after each use ? or disposables ?
14:53:36
From Vicky Nawoichyk : IT will be freezing in November
14:53:39
From Grammy : Outdoor voting-what if it is inclement weather?
14:53:42
From David Stamps : I don't know how us SOCL can do outdoor registration
14:53:45
From nclavette : supplying all necessary items for safety of all voters is best. Now try and get
them. I am still waiting for supply of gloves.
14:54:06
From Vicky Nawoichyk : What about pen sanitation & clipboards?
14:54:07
From DEE ANN DECKER - Supervisor, Nottingham : Voter registration outside?
14:54:09
From nclavette : rent tents
14:54:19
From Kelly Roberts Clerk Deerfield : Where would the ballot box be?
14:54:25
From DEE ANN DECKER - Supervisor, Nottingham : In November it could be raining and very
cold
14:54:31
From Vicky Nawoichyk : How will those if voting outside drop their ballot
14:54:32
From Julie Semprebon : awfully cold in Clarksville in November
14:54:36
From Justin ODonnell : y'all have an awful lot of faith in New England Weather in November
14:54:45
From Jeanne : I don’t think it voting from vehicles and outdoor voting will work in wards and
communities that have in excess of 5000 voters in November.
14:54:53
From Jean Lightfoot : In November? That could be a problem for poll workers. Pretty cold in
Hopkinton, even then.
14:55:05
From Christopher Messier : if it’s windy like today the whole operation will get blown into the
next rown
14:55:07
From Justin ODonnell : in 2018, election day had non stop all day torrential rains.
14:55:17
From Kyri : And it was very cold
14:55:31
From Barbara Chagnon : Jeanne. Agreed.
14:55:36
From Maggie Bochynski Paul : Sounds like voting outside would need MORE volunteers. Going
to be tough getting enough as it is.
14:55:40
From Vicky Nawoichyk : What if we have a noreaster like we did a few March elections ago?
14:55:41
From David Irwin : How did the drive through voting go in Bow for their school meeting?
14:55:46
From Rep.Heidi Hamer : November voting outside? What if we're having a snowstorm? I
cannot think of anyone who would be outside going from car to car
14:56:07
From Vicky Nawoichyk : numbers will increase

14:56:17
From Justin ODonnell : we're getting ready for a surprise May Blizzard, and you think you can
gaurantee a nice day in November 6 months in advance
14:56:20
From DEE ANN DECKER - Supervisor, Nottingham : Dave - school meeting = no registration and
in April not Nov
14:56:22
From Vicky Nawoichyk : HAve you not listened to the science?
14:56:47
From Vicky Nawoichyk : What about IDing ppl with masks
14:56:51
From Jeann773487e : We should be encouraging absentee voting to reduce the number of in
person voting.
14:57:00
From Vicky Nawoichyk : Our voting laws are the most stringent in the nation
14:57:07
From Dennis Raymond : inclement weather is certainly an issue
14:57:08
From Angela : Would certainly work for towns and district whose annual meetings have been
postponed. Summer outdoor voting.
14:57:11
From Kyri : Poll workers in other states have gotten infected from doing their jobs.
14:57:25
From Christopher Messier : will we allow use of restrooms in polling places for voting ? who
would clean continually in there ?
14:57:32
From LibraryAdmin : The virus is mutating even now. I do not think in person voting can be
made safe for voters or poll workers by decisions made now for Sept and Nov.
14:57:45
From jenn : Our school meeting in Bow with drive thru voting went very smoothly
14:57:48
From Todd Rainier : Science indicates virus active on paper for 24 hours. In person voting ...may
be a problem.
14:57:53
From Jean Lightfoot : Bow did drive up for their Annual School Meeting and Hopkinton is trying
it for our Annual School Meeting on May 16. But, weather is a lot nicer in May than in November!
14:58:03
From Denise Sachse : Weather is just too unpredictable to be a reasonable alternative here in
northern NH
14:58:03
From Bambi Miller : The state should order and distribute to all towns/cities plexiglass shields
for registering voters and receiving ballots that work for standing voter and sitting poll worker. I think it would
be cheaper in the long run or each town ordering their own.
14:58:06
From Grammy : Any possibility of using an alternative voting place. A larger facility with more
than 1 door in and out. A place with a gym or large social area (as in a rec center).
14:58:10
From Barbara Chagnon : In Bow they had about 700 voters. In September we'll have at least
four times that - or more.
14:58:11
From Vicky Nawoichyk : How will we manage this in larger towns with 14k or more reg voters??
14:58:27
From Chuck Mitchell : move on
14:58:42
From Kyri : I would think consulting with an elections expert would be helpful in answering
these very specific technical questions.
14:59:08
From fclave’s iPad : YOU COULD HAVE FIVE LANES
14:59:10
From Dennis Raymond : My ward's parking lot is very small and congested, even on a nonvoting day
14:59:49
From jenn : we used the high school lot
15:00:08
From brenda : I would worry about the driver and their capability of driving within an outside
polling area... great idea but I would fear for my life of someone stepping of gas verses their BRAKE
15:00:12
From fclave’s iPad : perhaps save drive thru for people not feeling well
15:00:13
From Louise Spencer : Bow had a 6 fold increase in normal turnout for its recent election which
used drive-up voting
15:00:14
From Kelly Roberts Clerk Deerfield : We need to maintain security of the ballots at all times
15:00:17
From Ruth Larson : try to have everybody vote absentee
15:00:34
From Cathy Lovas : Weather?
15:00:35
From Dennis Raymond : This would require major traffic control procedures and would require
more personnel

15:00:38
From Denis : Lets just have the election as we always do with older and at risk people doing
absentee. We are making a mountain out of a mole hill.
15:00:43
From Ann : What about voter registration? ??
15:00:46
From Kelly Roberts Clerk Deerfield : That sounds chaotic
15:00:51
From Barbara Chagnon : We have at least 12 tables ...
15:01:02
From Justin ODonnell : what about petition certification for non party candidates?
15:01:39
From Kyri : Perhaps this discussion could continue with Bob off line.
15:01:41
From nclavette : I will be there with my mask, gloves and sanitizer to allow anyone to vote
15:01:45
From Kelly Roberts Clerk Deerfield : It would be different if we had experience in the past doing
car voting, but we don't.
15:01:55
From Chuck Mitchell : Suggestion accepted
15:02:08
From Kelly Roberts Clerk Deerfield : This is not the time to try this - too many variables
15:02:23
From Maggie Bochynski Paul : none of the suggestions here are feasible if the weather is poor.
Volunteers cannot be outside all day!
15:02:41
From Susan Moore : What will happen if it's cold, rainy, or snowing?
15:02:49
From Louise Spencer : I thought that Bud Fitch said yesterday that drive through driving
couldn’t be done in State and Federal election.
15:02:54
From Julie Semprebon : push for increased absentee voting!!!
15:03:24
From David Stamps : Certainly it would also raise the cost for police for traffic management.
15:03:35
From Jeann773487e : Wonder how much latitude each community will be given to create
solutions to the social distancing/health safety problems. Maybe drive thru would work for some but other
soluntions might be better for others.
15:03:35
From Grammy : At this point in time there is a maximum of 10 people allowed to gather in an
area at one time. This means long waiting lines outside the building. If there is a larger facility available, people
could use separate doors to come in (e.g. 1 for voters A-M, 1 for voters N-Z, one for same day registration) with
separate doors for exiting the polling place.
15:03:40
From Christopher Messier : who puts the ballot in the accu vote machine ?
15:03:41
From Kyri : Have the members of this committee taken some time to look at the election laws
to be more familiar with what is possible?
15:03:44
From jenn : one difference between the Nov election and the Bow voting is that we had over
half of the voters that had already filled out their ballot so they just had to drop it in the box. Having every
person having to fill out the ballot would make for very long lines of waiting cars
15:03:56
From Kelly Roberts Clerk Deerfield : Are there other moderators willing to speak?
15:04:36
From Kyri : There are a lot of people who want to speak
15:04:52
From Melinda : We live up in Coos County. The weather up here is not good enough to plan
outside drive through voting. Absentee and limiting numbers inside will work for us.
15:05:00
From Carol Pfister : Can Supervisors/Clerk have a meeting day before voting for new voters and
hand out absentee ballots that would then be collected by Clerk right there? Then have absentee only voting?
15:05:08
From Maggie Bochynski Paul : Mr. Cook - please thank this moderator and move to the next
question.
15:05:17
From klcol : need to limit the amount of time people can speak- lot of people wish to still speak
15:05:20
From William Bordy, Hillsborough 28 : Audio distortion here then program exited. Rejoined.
15:05:33
From Justin ODonnell : have we considered opening up early voting along with no cause
absentee voting?
15:06:22
From William Bordy, Hillsborough 28 : Perhaps limited voting to a single day is not a viable
solution.
15:06:22
From LibraryAdmin : I am a supervisor and I still had trouble filling out an absentee ballot the
one time I had to miss an election! Clear instructions are absolutely a good idea...and not having the ballots
folded so they won't jam the machines.

15:06:29
From EuniceJ : The future path of this virus is very uncertain. I believe we need to proceed
with creating proposals that enable us to implement AV with ease and efficiency.
15:06:47
From Cathy Fountain, Dalton : return to undeclared form is in HAVA can be used.
15:06:54
From Pete Basiliere : Kidding about snowstorms aside, remember that 9/11 happened on a
Tuesday.
15:07:18
From Denise Sachse : re - return to UNdeclared with a card good point but will inhibit batch
processing
15:07:34
From Stella : Yes. Unable to use mic
15:07:34
From Darryl Perry : https://www.nbcnews.com/news/weather/potentially-historic-maysnowstorm-headed-northeast-new-england-n1201946
15:07:42
From Jeann773487e : Is there any reason why we can't just automatically return everyone to
undeclared after the election?
15:08:21
From Darrell Scott : I am thinking alphabetizing the return to und cards, then highlight the
barcode checklist, than you can barcode scan as usual
15:08:23
From Vicky Nawoichyk : Any town with a college or Boarding school has the same issue
15:08:51
From LibraryAdmin : There is no way to safely register voters on election day.
15:08:57
From Denise Sachse : Darrell, that works
15:09:10
From Kyri : If we had OVR, people could keep their registration information up to date.
15:09:20
From Justin ODonnell : dont have a choice, same day registration is anconsitutional function
that cant be eliminated
15:09:31
From Darryl Perry : with absentee voting available for everyone by extending disability to
mean "health concern over COVID-19"... it seems only logical to extend 659:20 & 20-a to use the same
definition
15:09:43
From Maggie Bochynski Paul : Amherst supervisors are suggesting we return all undeclared
voters back to undeclared after election.
15:10:36
From Jean Lightfoot : The legislature needs to change the law to allow mail in voting. I don't see
how we can do that this year.
15:11:20
From Michelle Berke : Mr. Thaire Bryant has is hand physically up...any way to help him?
15:11:29
From Justin ODonnell : this committee has the ability to propose to the governor an exercise of
executive authority to pass an emergency order to such effect
15:11:33
From Kyri : Mail in voting is the same as absentee voting. If we had no-excuse absentee voting
it would really be almost the same
15:12:11
From Darrell Scott : I don't normally get involved with ABs, do they have to be dropped off in
person rather than mailed in?
15:12:31
From Barbara Chagnon : Yes Darrell. Just terminology
15:12:42
From Darlene Bouffard : I agree with Amherst, after an undeclared casts their vote we just put
them back to UNDeclared
15:12:58
From Kyri : AB can be delivered or mailed, as far as I know.
15:13:05
From Jean Lightfoot : I agree with Amherst. Why can't we do that? Automatically change UND
back to UND.
15:14:00
From Jean Lightfoot : No excuse absentee voting requires there to be in person, too. If we had
all mail in, there would be no need for the expense of setting up polling places all over the state and paying all
those people for all that time on election day.
15:14:26
From David Stamps : The return to undeclared list is also to verify which party they voter for
because ballot clerks sometimes don't mark the checklist.
15:15:31
From LibraryAdmin : Thank You jgarrity….would the parties agree?
15:15:40
From Sharon Kierstead - Alton SOC : Great point JGarrity!
15:15:47
From Kelly Roberts Clerk Deerfield : @Jean but there is a huge expense of time on the Town
Clerks - what support will they get?
15:15:48
From Justin ODonnell : here's a question

I'm in the process of moving.
I am unable to go to city hall to change my address or vehicle registration because they are closed. I am also
unable to register to vote in my new city, because they are closed, and I'm unable to get the official change of
address on my license and vehicle registration to serve as proof of address when trying to register to vote.
15:15:49
From fclave’s iPad : Jim Gray... that was brilliant!
15:15:49
From Christopher Messier : you cant “ assume” anything for anyone —- we don’t do that
laborious thing on the checklist anymore @ end of the night in manchesyer
15:16:20
From Melinda : Justin call for an appt
15:16:40
From Mark Vallone : Suspending that part about undeclared voters is good idea. Maybe to
allow any independent who wants to permanently switch to a party to be the only ones who have to check back
in
15:17:00
From Jean Lightfoot : We don't do that bingo sheet in Hopkinton until a couple days after so we
can get a good count after our scanning. AND, it can be done without our bleery eyes from being up and
working for 15 hours!
15:17:06
From Darryl Perry : RSA 659:20 & 659:20-a can be applied
15:17:24
From Barbara Chagnon : Generally for first responders. (to the car)
15:17:38
From Justin ODonnell : Melinda, its more complicated, because I am also a declared candidate
for a statewide race as a non party candidate who needs to petition 3,000 voters to appear on the general
election ballot.
15:17:50
From Dennis Raymond : Use executive order to allow for suspension of going from undeclared
to party and back
15:18:13
From Barbara Chagnon : You carry out the absentee ballot according to statute
15:18:25
From Vicky Nawoichyk : What about our elder communities they come on a bus, how the heck
will we handle them as a drive up
15:18:43
From Barbara Chagnon : Elder communities, I think, should be looking at absentee
15:19:04
From Kelly Roberts Clerk Deerfield : Just want to mention that it is Municipal Clerk Appreciation
Week - Please show some love to your clerks as they have a lot on their plates!!!!!!!
15:19:08
From Vicky Nawoichyk : Also Accessibility will be an issue , IE those who are site impaired will
need to have everything read to them
15:19:30
From Barbara Chagnon : We are required to have ADA access for voting. Aren't we.
15:20:07
From Vicky Nawoichyk : Are we assuming that 1 voter per car? Many families come in to vote
15:21:00
From Vicky Nawoichyk : Barbara, I agree but many still come to vote, I am shcoked at how
many are out shopping without protection
15:21:51
From Darryl Perry : I had to get some prescriptions from Hannaford a couple of days ago, and
saw several people with masks under their chin
15:22:06
From Steve Russell : How will we be publishing for our next Sups. Are we going to physically
met with voters? Last day to publish is May 26th and need to now how to post?
15:22:23
From David Stamps : Can an in-person voter without PPE be denied right to enter polling place?
15:22:37
From Kyri : I’m guessing that’s unconstitutional David
15:22:46
From Celeste Cook : Is there any direction for the Supervisor session to register voters or
change party affiliation scheduled for June 2.
15:22:55
From Vicky Nawoichyk : Live free or die
15:23:06
From David Irwin : Did we have a time limit for the meeting?
15:23:11
From Ann : Celeste, not in writing yet.
15:23:37
From Vicky Nawoichyk : Celeste this committee is only to take issues, no solutions have been
provided
15:24:04
From Vicky Nawoichyk : However they need to take action ASAP as we need to post our
sessions by the 26th while we are still in SOE & all the locations to post checklist are closed.

15:24:19
From Vicky Nawoichyk : And what if SOE is extended?
15:24:30
From Barbara Chagnon : I thought these sessions were supposed to be how to spend the
federal $3.4M
15:25:08
From Mary Wilke : I think they can’t decide how to spend the money until they understand the
problems and possible solutions that might cost money.
15:25:09
From nclavette : Nancy Clavette Supervisor from Rollinsford, we have 2280 registered voters
with almost 950 UND. Good news is that the voter will stay UND if an Absentee Ballot
15:25:18
From Melinda : the normal absentee peeps in Northumberland have already gotten absentee
applications sent to them. We also have the link posted on our web site and FB page
15:25:25
From Vicky Nawoichyk : Yes Barbara that is correct but they are taking all issues so they will
than decide how to use the mnies to solve the issues
15:28:08
From Justin ODonnell : how do all you Supervisors feel about having to validate tens of
thousands of petitions this summer from Non Party candidates for Senate, Governor, and President trying to get
on the ballot?
15:28:11
From Christopher Messier : is the june meeting you’re all referring to the march town meetings
that were postponed? ( I’m in a city )
15:28:44
From DEE ANN DECKER - Supervisor, Nottingham : No Christopher, it is the session to correct
the checklist before the filing period
15:29:13
From DEE ANN DECKER - Supervisor, Nottingham : And it’s the deadline for changing party
before the sept primary
15:29:27
From Kyri : All excellent points, Carolyn. Thank you.
15:29:44
From Justin ODonnell : how does everyone feel about requiring those candidates to meet with
and collect petitions from 10s of thousands of voters during a pandemic, and then delivering their materials to
you to validate personally?
15:30:02
From Grammy : I agree. Too many of us election officials are older and many have spouses who
are at high risk. I personally am in this situation
15:30:07
From Beverly : Thank you, Carolyn. Well stated.
15:30:15
From KM Pobst : Please don't say things that have already been said. Please.
15:31:28
From JoAnna Arendarczyk : a thought about the ID verification- maybe a magnifying glass set
up for the voter to hold the ID up to and the clerk can see it from a distance... just tried it here... it works
15:31:53
From Christopher Messier : that would limit opportunity to change their mind and vote on
election day — wouldn’t that require a change of statute
15:32:46
From David Stamps : Re AV Voter legal right to vote on election day... how often is that actually
the case? Why should some get two changes to
15:32:51
From sheila dodge : I agree with Brian
15:32:56
From David Stamps : chances to vote.
15:33:25
From Melanie levesque : HB556 is a bill we are going to work with when we get back in session
targeting June.
15:34:16
From Barbara Cooper : I would like to see the state encourage in every way possible that all
qualified voters vote by absentee ballot. To this end it is encumbant on us to contact each voter, and if mailing
the actual ballot is too risky, then certainly mailing a postcard with instructions on how to obtain the absentee
ballot to every voter would show the interst in encouraging absentee voting. Election workers need to be
protected from this very serious virus. I am certainly willing to work with anyone in any way I can to make this
happen,
15:34:43
From Christopher Messier : it is what it is— what if a big change in things occurs the day before
or election day which impacts a particular candidate ? that’s why i oppose “ early voting”
15:34:48
From Rosemary F. Lounsbury : Barry, that is a great idea!
15:35:19
From David Irwin : I like Barbara coopers suggestion and I would be willing to work on that too.
Virginia Irwin

15:35:48
From Jean Lightfoot : With printing absentee ballot list separately, how would you know that
the voter hadn't come in and voted in person before the AV was processed? There would have to be some way
to control that. Good idea, otherwise.
15:36:13
From Judy Strakalaitis : Absentee counters could have additional copy of the checklist used at
check in.
15:36:28
From Darlene Bouffard : agree with postcard with instructions on how to obtain absentee
ballot to every voter - at the cost of the State through the CARES Act for reimbursement
15:36:34
From Christopher Messier : it happens every once in a while & people DO have that right
15:37:16
From Vicky Nawoichyk : IS it legal?
15:37:24
From Vicky Nawoichyk : What if they appear in person?
15:37:31
From Victoria Turner : Just send an absentee ballot request to everyone on the checklist with
instructions on how to do it and WHY everyone can do it.
15:37:31
From Barbara Chagnon : Some people get them the day before.
15:37:35
From nclavette : I like the idea of highlighting
15:37:40
From Christopher Messier : thats been my point bicki
15:37:48
From Darlene Bouffard : The absentee voter list can be produced separately for checking off
when ballots are processed
15:37:50
From Christopher Messier : “vicki”
15:38:04
From Barbara Chagnon : Maybe in a smaller community, but would not work in larger.
15:38:15
From Justin ODonnell : I feel like this is just an awful lot of cross talk and debate on ideas rather
than a raising points of order and questions
15:38:26
From Jean Lightfoot : I don't see how that would work. Ballot clerks would have to be looking
at two lists for every voter.
15:38:38
From Darlene Bouffard : Can we move on to towns with more than 10000 voters?
15:38:45
From NL Moderator : So how does one administer the oath to the supervisors, if the checklist is
not complete? If part of the checklist is non absentee, and the absentte are on another report?
15:38:53
From David Stamps : Even if you have a separate checklist for AV you will need additional ballot
clerks and tables accessible to the public. The public has a right to hear who is voting by AV
15:39:27
From Vicky Nawoichyk : WE have no legal right to demand that
15:39:35
From Vicky Nawoichyk : What about kids in the polling place
15:40:04
From Mark Vallone : Shouldn't voters who don't want to wear PPE to the polls be encouraged
to vote absentee?
15:40:27
From Darlene Bouffard : The absentee ballots would still be processed at the polls publicly by
the moderator and town clerk announcing the ballots as they are opened and checked off, it would not need to
be processed by a ballot clerk
15:40:46
From Dennis Raymond : gloves are needed by poll workers to handle ballots, in addition to
masks and Plexiglas shields
15:41:31
From Karen Yeaton : The total volume of voters is an absolute. Regardless of whether they
show up or are absentee, the town is obligated to process tem on the day of the election
15:41:34
From Jean Lightfoot : But the Ballot Clerks would still have those ABS voters on their list, would
they must be removed from the regular checklist if the separate list was printed? That's my issue.
15:42:29
From Barbara Chagnon : So if they are not on their alpha list they now go to a second table of
AVs? If they aren't there, they are now going to a third place? Not sure how feasible this would be.
15:42:31
From Darlene Bouffard : Epoll books could not be introduced with all of the covid related
issues, they need to be tested and vetted in the towns, only two or three towns have gone through the testing in
NH there is also different training for this method, it should be considered in a non covid election
15:43:20
From Darryl Perry : meeting was recessed, not adjourned
15:45:08
From Barbara Chagnon : Can we use some money to get a number of zoom accounts for public
meetings?

15:45:16
From Victoria Turner : The memo on holding virtual meetings in compliance with 91-A was sent
out to all supervisors, etc. about 3 weeks ago
15:45:39
From EuniceJ to Orville Fitch(Privately) : How do we send our comments to the committee? I
don't have new questions but would like to share my thoughts as a reinforcement of some of the comments
made.
15:45:57
From David Stamps : As a SOCL, when you have a large number of AV you will also have a large
number of registration problems to resolve in cities with wards. Often voters put down the wrong ward, or
address and other issues. Every election moderators have to consult on several AVs to determine registration
issues.
15:46:03
From Darrell Scott : how do you check IDs over the open zoom meeting and keep their info
private
15:46:43
From Judy Strakalaitis : Exactly!
15:46:44
From Vicky Nawoichyk : They will not be open
15:46:47
From Vicky Nawoichyk : We are in SOE
15:46:53
From Vicky Nawoichyk : until the end of the month
15:47:06
From Darrell Scott : We post our checklists outside on a bulletin board
15:47:19
From nclavette : could we post on the town/city website?
15:47:34
From Victoria Turner : nearly 10% of our checklist could be new voters
15:47:34
From Vicky Nawoichyk : Darrell, hard to post to a bulletinboard when you have a list that is
over 400 pages
15:47:53
From Darryl Perry : posting on website would be great
15:48:33
From DEE ANN DECKER - Supervisor, Nottingham : If yo posted on the website how would you
keep people from printing and miss using the info?
15:48:38
From Kelly Roberts Clerk Deerfield : Can Supervisors help the Clerk's with the absentee
processing? This would be a great help
15:49:05
From Darlene Bouffard : Agree with Amherst - voting absentee and REGISTERING absentee
should be allowed to minimize same day registration.
15:49:15
From David Irwin : Every solution seems to raise another problem!
15:49:24
From Kyri : Maggie made excellent points.
15:49:25
From David Stamps : I posted 1,500 names on bulletin board .. folder paper and clip lol
15:49:31
From Barbara Chagnon : Can we get a legal follow-up to those that register not in person?
15:49:36
From Margaret Doody : So where DO we post the checklist??
15:50:00
From Barbara Chagnon : We PUT/post our checklist at the Library.
15:50:26
From Jean Lightfoot : Our library and Town Hall are both closed in Hopkinton until May 31, at
least.
15:50:49
From Justin ODonnell : how do you plan to accomodate those homeless without a valid mailing
address who want to exercise their right to vote?
15:50:56
From Margaret Doody : Our library and town office are also closed.
15:50:56
From Barbara Chagnon : Our TH is by appointment. Our Library is closed.
15:51:24
From Kelly Roberts Clerk Deerfield : Clerk's are going to need help processing the absentees,
15:51:44
From alfriedaenglund : 100% vote by mail is the best option.
15:51:45
From Richard Manzo : In a similar vein, I suggest that people should not have to choose
between their health and their constitutionally guaranteed right to run for office. Nonparty candidates should
be granted relief from the requirement to collect thousands of petitions to be placed on the ballot, which would
protect the candidate, thousands of voters, and town clerks across the state from the risk posed by the risk
collecting petitions poses.
15:51:54
From Jean Lightfoot : I can leave a list with the Town Clerk, who, by appointment, could hand it
through a plexiglass window to anyone who wanted to see it.
15:51:56
From Kelly Roberts Clerk Deerfield : Support your clerks.

15:51:57
From Margaret Doody to Orville Fitch(Privately) : So where DO we post the checklist if
regulare venues are closed to public? Thanks
15:53:02
From Vicky Nawoichyk : Thank you Ann, I have the same concern
15:53:20
From Jeann773487e : Didn't mean to send to Barbara --- should be to everyone. Need to post
alphalist in two places.
15:54:07
From Judy Cook : Post at Police Station
15:54:49
From Margaret Doody : Judy, we don't have a police station!
15:55:33
From Jean Lightfoot : Great idea on Police Station. Maybe we could post at Fire Station, too.
15:55:34
From Darryl Perry : https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/17039697/26/libertarian-party-ofillinois-v-pritzker/ "the court notes that even after some restrictions are lifted, until a vaccine is available, voters
are likely to continue practicing social distancing and avoiding any physical hand contact with other persons or
objects.
"
15:55:50
From Thaire Bryant : Is there anything that would prevent us from encouraging absentee
voting? Can we automatically (for the primary) change all undeclared back to undeclared? Can we start
processing AV earlier?
15:56:10
From Darryl Perry : https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/17039697/27/libertarian-party-ofillinois-v-pritzker/
15:56:47
From Jeann773487e : Perfect essential questions, Darryl. Wish we had the answers.
15:57:07
From Vicky Nawoichyk : Police is a good idea however the COVID regs state limit anything with
PD to emergency only
15:57:12
From Jeann773487e : Oop, meant to respond to Thaire.
15:57:15
From Vicky Nawoichyk : so ppl just popping in will be an issue
15:57:30
From Martha Hulsman : no one has spoken of training new supervisors. with town hall closed
can’t get to use computers for training
15:57:32
From Kelly Roberts Clerk Deerfield : @Thaire - Clerks would need support, additional help
15:58:52
From David Irwin : This has been very enlightening. I didn't know how much I needed to worry
about. Thank you for doing this and I look forward to the committee's guidance, Virginia Irwin Newport
16:00:06
From lynn : thank you !
16:00:07
From Kelly Roberts Clerk Deerfield : SUPPORT YOUR CLERKS!
16:00:13
From Justin ODonnell : when can we get to public comment!
16:00:22
From Jean Lightfoot : Thank you! Look forward to next week's meetings.
16:00:32
From Darryl Perry : Public Comment is last item on Agenda
16:00:36
From Barbara Cooper : Will posting of the alpha list online on the town's website meet the
regulatory requirement for posting?
16:00:59
From Barbara Chagnon : I think we need to set up another set of meetings for specific process
ideas.
16:01:26
From Jean Lightfoot : Judi is exactly right. My concern, too.
16:02:42
From Judy Strakalaitis : Supervisors dont record that. They give unmarked cl to town clerk.
They can highlight AB sent out. That helps moderators find the abs ballots returned to check off on the CL.
16:02:52
From Darryl Perry : @Barbara, that's a good question. I could see 91-A:2 being interpretted to
allow that; but I'm not a lawyer
16:02:59
From Vicky Nawoichyk : If there are any SOC on this call that want to meet offline from this
meeting please reach out to me via email at soc@exeternh.gov & I will add you to the list & we can chat
16:03:17
From Judy Strakalaitis : You cant post the checklist online. It is only available for sale.
16:03:35
From Barbara Chagnon : Right now there is a cost factor with checklist accessibility.
16:03:59
From NC112 : Counting machines for towns that do not have them to minimise having to touch
paper that may be infected is a good suggestion since we can't wait to count ballots for 24 hours.
16:03:59
From Jeann773487e : Barbara Cooper -- there is concern that posting the alphalist on line
would give access to anyone who wanted a free copy. Right now, they need to request and pay for a copy.

16:04:16
From Barry Hantman - Moderator, Danville : 1. We can print the checklist the night before the
election. 2. The portion of the checklist would include with the names of those that Requested absentee ballots,
not those that were received back. There is no RSA that says the Checklist must be alphabetical. Having the
people who requested absentee at the end is no different than separating the books by letters of the alphabet.
16:04:22
From Judy Strakalaitis : Use a tent
16:04:36
From Darryl Perry : there are plenty of states that give the voter registration lists for free
16:04:40
From Judy Strakalaitis : CL is due to TC by the Friday before the election
16:05:23
From Darryl Perry : NH and Alabama however charge ridiculous fees for the statewide list
16:05:33
From Barbara Chagnon : If you wait to print the night before and have printer issues, you are . .
. dead in the water.
16:06:15
From Dennis Raymond : Tents are not cheap & they do not address the humidity problem
16:06:16
From fclave’s iPad : Highlight the names of AV voters in yellow. The ballot clerks can find the
names much quicker.
16:06:19
From Barbara Cooper : The springfield supervisors have had some conversations with HAVA
about adding a fiels for absentee voter onto the checklist. We will share our proposal with the committee,
however in order for it to work all of the absentee voter information would need to be completely entered
before the checklist could be generated. It adds another element of risk to postpone the printing of the official
checklist until right before the election day.
16:06:54
From Justin ODonnell : in CT The voter lists are all published online for free. NH is one of the
only states that sells voter data for a profit
16:06:56
From Barbara Chagnon : We do the yellow highlight as well. And when AV ballots come back,
highlight the barcode in green so that you don't accidentally scan it.
16:07:15
From Ann : And what if the copy machine chooses that day to go down!
16:07:28
From DEE ANN DECKER - Supervisor, Nottingham to Orville Fitch(Privately) : Bud is there a
reason I have not been called on today? I have had my hand up. Maybe I can’t be seen?
16:07:44
From Darryl Perry : statewide voter list for NH ~$8,000!
16:08:22
From Barbara Chagnon : NH has fewer taxes than CT. We need to get funding/expense
reimbursement where we can.
16:08:48
From Mark Vallone : High speed machines being shared by different cities and towns seems to
me to be a dicey proposition as far as voter/election fraud...…
16:09:53
From Louise Spencer : We have $15 million in unused HAVA funds. This is the time to use
them!!
16:10:09
From Todd Rainier : UND is what all LIB were reverted to automatically. Bill Klein, your idea has
merit and perhaps precedent
16:11:16
From Barbara Chagnon : And if folks don't put a party on their registration, they are UND
16:12:04
From Jeann773487e : Seems like a no brainer to return all to UND who came to election UND.
No need for lists or cards.
16:12:35
From Judy Cook : If your polling pace burns down there must be some provision for changing
places.
16:13:36
From Vicky Nawoichyk : We need N95 not just regular masks
16:14:12
From Carolyn Garretson : Nice suggestions Mr. Basiliere.
16:14:53
From Maggie Bochynski Paul : Really like Pete’s idea of a postcard to every mailing address
directing voters on how to register and vote absentee.
16:15:01
From Justin ODonnell : what are the clerks and supervisors plans to process the thousands of
individual voter petitions I'll be delivering to you all?
16:15:58
From Vicky Nawoichyk : Did we lose audio?
16:16:00
From Ann : Regarding those postcards - what about the college students?
16:16:22
From Barbara Chagnon : He is speaking very softly
16:16:47
From Vicky Nawoichyk : I cannot hear anything
16:16:50
From Vicky Nawoichyk : PLEASE SPEAK UP

16:16:50
From Judy Strakalaitis : Rows of booths often backed up against each other now.
16:17:14
From NC112 : I am not having a problem hearing.
16:17:16
From Ken's iPad : loud and clear on mu IPad
16:17:23
From Darlene Bouffard : Pete is soft spoken
16:17:26
From Judy Strakalaitis : Certifying nomination papers can be done by supervisors working from
home.
16:17:27
From Vicky Nawoichyk : Thank you
16:17:31
From Darryl Perry : NH Supreme Court ruled in Green v SAU55 that government records stored
electronically should be available for free!
https://www.courts.state.nh.us/supreme/opinions/2016/2016034green.pdf
16:17:47
From Darryl Perry : this SHOULD apply to copies of checklist
16:18:32
From Todd Rainier : Who pays the labor cost to reproduce the checklist? Materials cost? Ink?
16:18:33
From Judy Strakalaitis : Problematic at a primary though. Person handing out ballots must be
certain voter can get that party;s ballot
16:18:52
From Maggie Bochynski Paul : Postcards would only be one way to advertise voting
procedures. I recommend advertising through multiple media outlets - WMUR, npr, local radio stations,
facebook town websites, newsletters from the library, etc. A comprehensive outreach. UNH has texting
methods to notify all students - could this be a possibility ?
16:18:57
From Justin ODonnell : I'll pay you $10 to copy and paste the file from computer to flash drive
16:19:17
From Barbara Chagnon : There is an RSA that covers the cost of sharing a CL
16:19:25
From Chris Goodnow to Orville Fitch(Privately) : Bud, Milford’s process, as just delineated by
their Moderator, conforms to NH Law?
16:19:35
From Rene Ouellet : Couldn't we have one ballot clerk do all the check in work while the other,
standing six feet behind, observes?
16:19:38
From Louise Spencer : Lynn can you post your question here?
16:19:56
From Jeann773487e : Agree with Maggie Paul about use of media to publicize Mail in voter
registration and absentee ballots.
16:20:09
From Rene Ouellet : that would be great!
16:20:26
From Vicky Nawoichyk : YES!!!! Thank you Kyri
16:20:27
From Kelly Roberts Clerk Deerfield : Nice good questions!!!!!!!
16:20:32
From NC112 : Need to ensure we get the test results in a timely manner
16:20:35
From Judy Strakalaitis : Great points, Kyri.
16:20:54
From Rosemary F. Lounsbury : YES KYRI! Statewwide PPE full medical PPE assigned to each
town based on nmber of election workers. Please, please do this!
16:20:56
From Barbara Cooper : Thank you Kyri. Excellent points.
16:21:01
From Louise Spencer : Thank you Kyri!
16:21:34
From Darryl Perry : it doesn't cost $8,000 to copy the statewide voter list onto my flash drive!
16:22:25
From Louise Spencer : Kyri, this would also saye accounting costs, which were talked about at
the first meeting of this committee.
16:23:06
From Todd Rainier : I'm speaking of marked checklist, which is what towns receive requests for.
16:25:08
From Jeann773487e : Senator Levesque is right on!!
16:25:16
From Barbara Chagnon : Marked CL is a photocopy.
16:25:19
From Judy Strakalaitis : Always.
16:25:28
From Barbara Chagnon : Some towns have already mailed tax bills.
16:25:32
From Dennis Raymond : not every voter can or will go to a government website to get
information on voting, esp. in a time of change
16:25:57
From Judy Strakalaitis : Marked CL purchased is usually in electronic format so buyer can sort.
16:26:51
From Barbara Chagnon : This is not a political forum. Thank you.
16:26:57
From Louise Spencer : Thank you, Senator Levesque! It is essential that we align our laws with
the unique demands of this pandemic crisis.

16:27:09
From Justin ODonnell : hi Senator, could you address the fact that the SoS and Governors Office
have refused to respond to requests from The Libertarian Party of New Hampshire for an emergency order to
waive the Petitioning requirements for non party candidates seeking to be certified on the ballot this fall?
without relaxing these petitioning requirements we will be required to hold a number of very crowded very
public events throughout the state to collect individual Petitions from tens of thousands of registered voters
across the state, and then deliver these potentially contaminated petitions to the supervisors of the checklist in
every jurisdiction for validation before presenting them to Secretary Gardner.
We are being asked to make a choice between our health and public safety, and our rights to appear on the
ballot as candidates for election.
16:27:18
From Pete Basiliere : The day before Sept. 8th is Labor Day. At least write the bill to allow
processing the business day prior to an election.
16:27:40
From Judy Strakalaitis : People can purchase the CL and receive the voter history EHAV for a
specific election in electronic format. Far less work for supervisors too,
16:28:06
From Kyri : Thank you Senator Levesque!
16:28:35
From Judy Cook : Thank you Senator Levesque
16:28:40
From Steve Russell : Need to put info. out ASAP after SOS has guidelines. Need to highly
encourage all people do absentee ballots to safely vote not just for themselves for all their neighbors!!
16:28:51
From Kelly Roberts Clerk Deerfield : thank you melanie - I like a lot of your suggestions,
however, I hope the plan for absentee voting supports the town clerks and how to handle the mountain of
requests we will be dealing with
16:29:13
From Louise Spencer : Thank you Senator Levesque. I hope the Select Committee will continue
to seek your input.
16:29:37
From Steve Russell : Legislature needs to move fast!!!
16:30:40
From Justin ODonnell : the filing deadline is June 12th, so the legislature coming back to session
after that will exclude the possibility of ballot access relief for non incumbents
16:31:58
From Judy Strakalaitis : That would be a huge cost saving!
16:32:07
From Kyri : People will be disenfranchised if there is no in person voting.
16:32:26
From Ann : AGREE!
16:32:30
From Judy Strakalaitis : I agree Justin. It needs to be addressed ASAP.
16:32:39
From Kelly Roberts Clerk Deerfield : If we don't have in person voting - - HELP YOUR CLERKS!
16:33:27
From Darryl Perry : Governor has thus far been non-responsive to requests for petitoning relief
for nonparty and independent candidates
16:33:54
From Judy Strakalaitis : We will be very busy with the 4500 registrations in Derry we anticipate
from October-election day
16:34:07
From Steve Russell : Then if SOS is the key player to make the decision then we need to
pressure him!
16:34:26
From Kyri : Yes, Steve.
16:34:33
From Dennis Raymond : I don't imagine that in person will go away completely
16:34:40
From Jeann773487e : Agree, Steve.
16:34:55
From Barbara Chagnon : Yes Nick.
16:35:04
From Dennis Raymond : I agree, Nick
16:35:26
From Steve Russell : Not terminate - suspend!
16:35:36
From Louise Spencer : Given the restrictions and limitations of absentee registration, and how
many people depend on using the same day option, we cannot move to a system that does not include inperson options.
16:35:46
From Justin ODonnell : without ballot access relief, I plan on suing the SoS soon to deal with
the petitioning requirements that are impossible in the current climate of social distancing.
16:36:04
From Kyri : I hope they plan on more than 60% absentee voting.

16:36:14
From bobbi : I would like to emphasize how important including postage paid return envelopes
- with all absentee ballots and absentee registrations that are mailed out. Money must be allocated for return
postage. It’s extremely important. Thank you.
16:37:04
From Louise Spencer : We have an archaic voter registration system. Without online or other
options, many non-traditional eligible voters would be excluded. We must fix our voter registration system!
16:37:38
From Judy Strakalaitis : Absolutely Louise
16:37:58
From Judy Strakalaitis : And address secuirty of using IE for database.
16:38:02
From Vicky Nawoichyk : Louise, I agree with you however the state is really unfriendly to
getting into the current technological climate
16:38:26
From Victoria Turner : We need to move into the 21st century
16:38:47
From Rosemary F. Lounsbury : Archaic? Let's discuss the fact that HAVA and Election net are
available only (ONLY) on internet explorer...does anyone else find this to be a bit of a concern?!
16:38:52
From Judy Cook : We are in the 21st Century. e should act like it.
16:39:03
From Louise Spencer : Vicky, without user friendly technology, we must have same day, inperson voter registration.
16:39:10
From Barbara Chagnon : Did anyone notice we are down to 182 participants?
16:40:36
From Vicky Nawoichyk : I have been begging for us to start to use technology. ElectroNet is so
old and archaic as stated. The fact we use IE the most unsafe browser for registration is mind boggling
16:40:37
From Victoria Turner : Yes, Louise, and that forces us into an in=person situation, which could
be dangerous. We are at an impasse with voter registration
16:40:48
From Vicky Nawoichyk : YEs Barbara I notices
16:40:51
From Vicky Nawoichyk : noticed
16:40:55
From Rene Ouellet : I am a town moderator. I do not have a budget. The selectmen pay for
setting up the voting space and the town clerk pays all the poll workers who want to be paid.
16:41:05
From NC112 : Suspend the requirement that there be a Dem and A Rep ballot clerk. Allow
Underclared to work the polls
16:41:29
From Louise Spencer : Yes, and not only are there CARES funds available there are also HAVA
funds. The time to get this done is now.
16:41:37
From NC112 : I am a Moderator and I do not have budget responsibility. That belongs to the
Selectmen.
16:42:01
From Judy Strakalaitis : We have had that but it is rare
16:43:03
From Vicki Lemire - Goffstown : Not everyone have cellphones or computers...
16:43:08
From bonniewinonamackinnon : I have had people come to the polls who sent in an absentee.
BUT I think the powers that be should eliminate that for these two elections…they are very few but it is not
never. I am talking about absentees showing up in person…
16:43:18
From Judi : But will you disenfranchise one voter? Springfield has had at least one person
come in to vote after submitting an absentee ballot at each elections.
16:44:15
From Judy Strakalaitis : Their abs counts though. You don't get a do-over if you vote in person.
Once you submit the ballot, you are done.
16:44:26
From Victoria Turner : The voter has voted. They aree not disenfranchised if they change their
mind.
16:44:55
From Judi : You can vote in person until your absentee ballot has been processed.
16:45:22
From Vicki Lemire - Goffstown : Bud spoke yesterday that every voter has the right to vote in
person on election day. Even if a voter has sent in an absentee ballot, they still have the right to vote in person
on voting day (however, there are very definite timelines involved).
16:45:43
From NC112 : In small towns can we suspend ID verification if the ballot clerk personally knows
the voter.
16:46:01
From Rene Ouellet : Identifying the voter is less of a problem in small towns where at least one
poll worker will know almost each voter who comes to vote.
16:46:13
From Claudine Dias : if you're not willing to remove your mask then absentee vote

16:46:20
From Judy Strakalaitis : Yes. before the abs ballot is processed. Once they are checked off on CL
by the moderator, they cannot vote in person. We start abs processing at 9am.
16:46:24
From Vicky Nawoichyk : Current standards we need to assume will stay in place & we will be in
flu season
There is no medication or vacccine
That is not going anywhere
16:46:42
From Rene Ouellet : I believe town clerks, modersators and supervisors of checklist are the only
poll workers who can id a voter
16:46:58
From Kyri : We have to assume we will have to take precautions until there is a vaccine. And
that won’t be by fall.
16:47:17
From Judy Strakalaitis : Important point Kate!
16:47:24
From NC112 : Yes that is the current law - I am looking for a change for these 2 elections to add
the Ballot Clerks
16:48:50
From Steve Russell : Need ex. order to do temporary voter changes.
16:50:02
From Martha : Take temperatures of everyone who enters
16:50:05
From Kyri : That’s disrespectful
16:50:10
From Rosemary F. Lounsbury : Can election workers (Moderators, Ballot Clerks, SUpervisors,
etc) get tested for Covid on Thurs or Fri after election day? We should!
16:50:14
From Barbara Chagnon : They are also supposed to have public imput.
16:50:59
From Rene Ouellet : Temperature is not very accurate way to determine if person has Covid
16:51:21
From Louise Spencer : We need an executive order with that makes clear these changes will be
in place to cover November election. We need predictability so we can plan and educate the public.
16:51:25
From Kyri : Temperature isn’t helpful if the person is asymptomatic.
16:51:28
From Barbara Chagnon : The temperature check issue has been brought up and is going to be
looked at.
16:51:50
From Louise Spencer : Thank you Vicky Turner for you persistence! Great questions.
16:52:01
From Darryl Perry : my resgular temperature is closer to 96.5
16:52:06
From Kyri : Thanks Vicky Turner. We should already be in ERIC.
16:52:42
From Judi : Newbie here what is ERIC?
16:52:59
From Judy Strakalaitis : SoS has ability to send statewide list of voters registering here to last
state registered in now. Should be doing so regularly,
16:53:08
From Kyri : We are paying the price for not having used any of the $15 million HAVA funds to
modernize some of our election systems.
16:53:18
From Judy Strakalaitis : Exactly!!!
16:53:23
From Vicky Nawoichyk : https://ericstates.org/
16:53:32
From Vicky Nawoichyk : This is the site to ERIC
16:53:45
From Judy Strakalaitis : We need to ensure CARES money is spent for intended purposes
16:54:02
From Louise Spencer : Yes, Vicky! real concerns about purging…particularly if same day
registration is limited and mail system operating slowly.
16:54:54
From Dennis Raymond : temps can be read by infrared sensors. That is a cost for purchasing
the sensors, which are hand held devices that are non-invasive. Many businesses are using such sensors for their
workers.
16:55:10
From Louise Spencer : Deputy Secretary Scanlon. Can you refer me to information that tells us
how it takes to get ERIC up and running?
16:56:04
From Kyri : Thank you Vicky Turner for persisting to be able to include all your points.
16:56:17
From Judy Strakalaitis : Thats been my point, Vicky. Thanks for saying it. People cant sign
nomination papers, charter petitions, run for office if not regd. TCs need to understand it is available anytime
16:56:42
From Norman Head : Is that person going to talk all day?
16:56:57
From Kyri : Probably not as long as some of the men.
16:57:23
From Claudine Dias : she seems very invested in our election integrity

16:57:25
From Vicky Nawoichyk : Dave Scanlon you unraised my hand so I put it back up
16:57:25
From jdargie : has been on every call took up town clerks time
16:57:44
From Vicky Nawoichyk : I deserve to be heard
16:58:40
From Vicky Nawoichyk : You are putting down the hand of another Vicky! That is V Turner
talking I am Vicky Nawoichyk
16:58:44
From Judy Strakalaitis : Vicky absolutely has relevant points not addressed so far. The good
thing about her continuing is it will shorten what I plan to say,
16:59:44
From Louise Spencer : Thank you Vicky Turner…important points.
17:01:11
From Vicky Nawoichyk : you need to all agree as a group of SOC
17:01:41
From Barbara Chagnon : Yes, on Nursing Home verification. It makes life much more simple.
17:02:30
From Louise Spencer : Good points Vicky S.
17:03:18
From Kyri : Other SOCs, please join our supervisor “discussion” group. Vicky N put her email
above. Contact her or me at kyriclaflin@comcast.net if you can’t find her email.
17:03:40
From Vicky Nawoichyk : or Vickah@aol.com is mine
17:03:44
From Vicky Nawoichyk : Thanks Kyri
17:03:54
From Kyri : thanks vicky
17:04:12
From Justin ODonnell : on this topic, i got a call from my mother today to tell me I'm still
registered to vote at her house in Massachusetts. I have not lived there in 10 years, and in 2018 even ran for
Congress here in NH.
17:05:06
From Kyri : Massachusetts just joined ERIC, so they’ll probably fix things like that soon.
17:05:21
From Victoria Turner : And we are supposed to have reciprocity with New England States, but
we have to do it manually
17:05:30
From bonniewinonamackinnon : Its not against the law to be registered in two places but it is
against the aw to vote in both.
17:05:52
From Kyri : exactly
17:06:37
From Kyri : It’s just nice to have clean checklists with minimal errors.
17:06:48
From Claudine Dias : why are the SOC's sending emails?
17:07:18
From Margaret Doody : HAVA told me a student couldn't register here where she lives and
then also at UNH
17:07:56
From Ken's iPad : Claudine, Vicky offering to meet after this session
17:08:07
From Kyri : HAVA seems to be giving out a lot of misinformation.
17:08:37
From Bambi Miller : what if they do not receive their AB so they come to the polls to vote
17:08:45
From Ann : If the person register in Durham while at UNH they will automatically be taken off
of your (Margaret) checklist, just like moving from one town to another. It's only when people are registered in
2 different states that they might be on more than one checklist
17:09:21
From Steve Russell : Let's not argue this point 17:09:56
From Darlene Bouffard : not the forum for arguing
17:10:17
From Martha : You can't compare this election to others
17:10:17
From Steve Russell : We don't separate AV checklist so not a problem - move on
17:10:19
From Barry Hantman - Moderator, Danville : That's why the name should only be printed on
one list, nit both
17:10:22
From Maggie Bochynski Paul : Thank you for your comments. Is there anyone else waiting to
speak?
17:10:29
From Vicky Nawoichyk : YEs I am
17:10:38
From Steve Russell : yes I am
17:10:39
From Vicky Nawoichyk : I am waiting to speak
17:10:55
From Todd Rainier : Kathy is correct. move on. One official checklist.
17:11:39
From nclavette : I MUST HAVE MISSED SOMETHING BUT IT SEEMS TO ME sorry forgot caps the
town clerk can print the absentee list and share with supervisor

17:11:50
From Norman Head : This started out as a good meeting but now is just different people telling
war stories, Comments should be limited by time
17:11:59
From Judy Strakalaitis : Dee-Ann is your hand up,
17:12:31
From Robert Dezmelyk : Separate checklists for different polling places are used. The same
approach works for absentee ballots. In that case the list is of people who received an absentee ballot. If they
arrive on election day they are not on the normal checklist, they are on the absentee voter list.
17:13:03
From Judy Strakalaitis : Sorry you didnt appreciate my comments. Opportunity for a cure is a
huge issue. It is why the court eliminated signature matching.
17:13:07
From Barry Hantman - Moderator, Danville : Robert, you got it 100% correct. That was my
point earlier.
17:14:09
From Justin ODonnell : so time for public comment next?
17:14:19
From Bill Klein : how many registered voters are there in Derry?
17:14:46
From Louise Spencer : Judy Strakalaitis…I definitely appreciated your comments. Thank you!
17:14:54
From Kyri : Me too Judy.
17:14:55
From Victoria Turner : Good points on fixing things, Judy. I have been looking at the forms, and
they are soooo complicated. A lot of first time absentee voters will be participating this year.
17:15:01
From Judy Strakalaitis : 23,000 on one CL
17:15:21
From Pete Basiliere : Oh, my!
17:15:47
From Gloria MacVane : Bill Klein … Sally looked it up. 23,246
17:15:54
From Barbara Chagnon : I believe you can assign a co-host if you'd like to close the meeting
and leave communications open.
17:16:28
From Justin ODonnell : lol. ie is actually more secure than chrome
17:16:42
From Judy Strakalaitis : I was answering question. That was the only time what I had to say
wasnt relevant. It was new points not covered thus far. I didn't repeat points Vicky already made,
17:16:46
From Victoria Turner : YES! Internet Explorer is a fossil. I waste 10-15 minutes a session just
tinkering with it
17:16:49
From Louise Spencer : Thank you Vicky Naiwochyk!! Well said.
17:17:11
From Martha Hulsman : yea,,,finally someone said ditch internet explorer!!!!
17:17:30
From Sarah Chalsma SOC Webster : IE is horrible!!! thank you for bringing it up!!
17:17:39
From Bob Switzer : I’m on a Macintosh at home and I’m not able to use Electionet. I have to
use the computer at the Town Hall which is a PC. Not good.
17:18:11
From Rosemary F. Lounsbury : Amen, Vicky! (re: internet explorer!)
17:18:14
From Barbara Chagnon : I understand that to upgrade software to something other than IE is
very costly.
17:18:16
From Ann : It needs to be something we can get to from either PC or MAC
17:18:19
From Vicky Nawoichyk : What are we doing about contact tracing post election?
17:18:22
From Vicky Nawoichyk : Does the state use it
17:18:27
From Dennis Raymond : Lots of gloves needed
17:18:55
From Judy Strakalaitis : The software is horrible. Numbers for reports that should be the same
from type of report to report but arent. Cant print minutes reports that cover required reports.
17:19:23
From Darryl Perry : On Tuesday, in response to my statements about minor party and
independent candidates facing petitioning burdens; Bud Fitch said "People running in the primary in any party
confront the same issues: They can’t engage in usual campaigning as they would. This is not a challenge unique
to third party candidates."
Campaigning for office is vastly different than petitioning for placement onto the ballot. Aside from the fact that
nearly half of primary candidates face no primary opposition, and almost ¼ of candidates face no opposition in
the general election; minor party and independent candidates must interact with tens of thousands of people in
order to obtain the thousands of petitions required to even BE on the ballot. There are serious health concerns
in regards to candidates for public office that need to be addressed.

17:20:10
From Carolyn Garretson : Ditto on using Microsoft Explorer. It is obsolete and there is no
allowance for using Apple Mac Books.
17:20:12
From Judy Strakalaitis : For state rep, it is either 100 or 300 sigs. But still formidable.
17:21:54
From Darryl Perry : https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/17039697/26/libertarian-party-ofillinois-v-pritzker/ Libertarian Party of Illinois v. Pritzker
"voters are likely to continue practicing social distancing and avoiding any physical hand contact with other
persons or objects."
17:23:13
From Victoria Turner : Kind of makes sense. Nomination papers are just another process that
will be way more complicated.
17:23:17
From Judy Strakalaitis : Appreciate your comments re filing for office and nomination papers ,
Justin.
17:23:43
From Judy Strakalaitis : Has to be addressed soon
17:23:46
From Barbara Chagnon : Down to 113
17:24:22
From Victoria Turner : Thanks committee members
17:24:39
From Cathleen Fountain : thankyou
17:24:46
From Louise Spencer : Thank you to the committee and to the participants.
17:24:54
From Dennis Raymond : Thank you for the meeting and comments
17:24:57
From Melanie levesque : Thank you! Be Safe everyone!
17:25:03
From Sarah Chalsma SOC Webster : thank you! very helpful
17:25:04
From NC112 : Thank you to all committee members
17:25:21
From Dennis Raymond : be sfe, bye
17:26:02
From Margaret Doody : Everyone stay safe!

